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Big scores in IBHL action last week

	Three high-scoring games characterized last Tuesday's action in the Inglewood Ball Hockey League.

When everything had been settled, George's Arena Sports had some more air at the top of the standings.

We Are Creative 6

Ron's Tire Discounter 3

The Creative guys found themselves advanced to fourth place in the standings after they doubled Ron's.

Ron's Tire were rolling along and stormed out to a two-goal lead with Taylor Elkins potting one unassisted and Alex Boughan

netting one from Noel Fortner and Cameron Batten. We Are got one back in the first when Cody Doiron found the back of the net

from Michael Spagnuolo.

The second period saw the Tire pull back ahead by two when Fortner did it alone. We are answered back 12 seconds later to narrow

the gap back to one from the stick of John West-Carvalho, helped by Luca Raga and Doiron. The third frame was all Creative, with

four unanswered markers to earn then the win with goals from Rob Silvestri, Alex Schittenhelm, Doiron and West-Carvalho. Assists

went to Doiron, Mike Tarasco and Anthony Fera.

Mr. Handyman 7

Caledon Hills Cycling 2

In another nine-goal game, Mr. Handyman was in charge from the drop of the ball and showed no mercy on their opponents.

Goal getters for Mr. Handyman were Chris Mete (with three), Mike Bozzo, Anthony Villari, Justin Fiorino and Matt Scida. Helpers

were from Scida, Mete, Donato Dorazio, Bozzo, Villari, Chris Della Mora and Sonny Dillhon. Caledon Hills did give it their all, but

could only fool the opposing keeper twice, once in the first (Josh Rowland, unassisted) and once in the third (Kyle Dalcin from Peter

Anselmi and Rowland).

George's Arena Sports 7

Carney Plumbing 3

George's came out firing on all cylinders and jumped to a three-goal lead at the end of period one from the sticks of Adam Victoria,

Matt McNally and Mike Desmarais, with help from Joey Lemos, Dan Wood, Jake Lake and Jason Duncan.

The second period saw George's net three more with goals by Jessie Lemos, Joey Lemos and Wood, with assists drawn by Duncan,

McNally, Jozef Neu, Brad Crawford, Joey Lemos and Andy Sant. Carney were able to tickle the twine once in the second when

Derek Carroll unleashed from inside the circle and put it home with help from Mark Olesen-Varnell. The last period saw Carney net

a pair with George's only able to get a single. Carney lamp lighters were Don Crowe from Todd Elson, and David Rothfuchs from

brother Jordan.
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